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New bill would limit fee hike to 10%
By Les Mahler
Daily staff writer

Seeking to gain some bargaining power
with the California State University system, the
California State Student Association is looking
at a bill limiting the fee increases to 10 percent.
According to Jeff Chang, legislative director
for the CSSA, the proposal would force the
state to go back to the general allocation funds
for the additional 30 percent above the 10 percent cap.
"For every dollar (the trustees) take, a dollar
would be taken away from the general fund,"
Chang said.
Chang said the proposal is just one that state
Senator Art Torres, D-Los Angeles, is consid-

for Wednesday in Long Beach.
If approved, a state senator must then introduce it into the senate budget sub-committee
by Friday.
By supporting the CSSA proposed legislation, Chang said the new fee policy would have
some teeth to it.
’The universities dig deeper and deeper into
students’ pockets. The idea is to take it away
from them," Chang said.
The proposal is similar to one proposed in
1973, said Chang, when then-Gov. Ronald
Reagan tried to establish tuition in both the
CSU and the University of California systems.
Reagan "backed off," said Chang. But
instead of tuition, students were then charged

ering.
"The CSSA wants to have our own piece of
legislation out there," Chang said. "We want to
force the CSU trustees to bargain with as.
"The CSSA proposal, according to Peter
Blacicshaw, legislative aide for Torres, would
be "a bill to counter the increase"
Although exact language on the proposal
has tax been finalized, according to Blackshaw,
it could be introduced sometime this week.
Faced with a massive budget deficit, Gov.
Pete Wilson had recommended the 40 percent
increase in student fees for the CSU system.
The CSU trustees approved the recommendation in January and are awaiting the vote of
their finance committee That vote is scheduled

fees.
"It sent a strong message to Reagan,"
Chang said. "It was the precursor to the present
fees."
With the large budget deficit, the state is
being forced to cut back on funding education.
’The problem is that the public policy is to
take away from CSU and give it to other programs, such as welfare and prisons," said Steve
MacCarthy, of public affairs for the CSU
Chancellors office.
Even with the 40 percent increase, the CSU
system would still be short 545 million,
MacCarthy said.
Without the additional funding, MacCarthy
said 5,000 class sections would be canceled.

The 40 percent increase would only maintain
the status quo, he said.
"In the absence of student support, I don’t
know what we’re expected to do" MacCarthy
said.
While the 40 percent increase has received
lukewarm support in the assembly, Ann
Blackwood, associate consultant to the
Assembly Higher Education Committee, said
the senate seems to be favoring it.
Blackwood said when it’s introduced, it
would be "with the senate in support of the fee
increase."
"Right now, we’re hearing testimony from
all sides. Everyone’s making their case,"
Blackshaw said.

SJSU alumnus fights Mercury policy
By John Perez
Daily staff writer

The Valentine’s day protest against the
San Jose Mercury News by the gay rights
group GLAAD (Gay Lesbian Alliance
Against Defamation) was cut short by a
lack of people and an influx of rain and
wind.
The protest was sparked by the refusal
of the Mercury to publish the wedding
announcement of SJSU alumnus Mark
Bonine and Scott Williams.
GLAAD’s demonstration started with
what was a menagerie of rhymes such as
’1No-four-six-eight, why does the Mere
discriminate?" and "Love isn’t always
straight, Cupid doesn’t discriminate," as
well as protest signs covered with cupids
and pink lace announcing "Gay people
fall in love too," and ’We’re queer and
were here" which waved in the wind and
rain.
Business inside the Mercury seemed

to be normal and the employees inside
were for the most pan unaffected by the
protest. The few employees that did venture out, came out for a few minutes to
take a cigarette break and then went back
inside.
No one inside the Mercury was willing to comment on the goings-on outside.
Several speeches by members of the
gay and lesbian community were given
Including one by SDiane Bogus, publisher of Cupertino-based Woman In the
Moon Publications which publishes poetry and books about the lesbian experience.
"We must stop this discrimination by
the Mere and seek to change their editorial policy to fit into today’s way of thinking" said Bogus.
Christine Schneider, the head of South
Bay GLAAD, gave a speech under the
circular overhang near the Mercury’s
front door denouncing the paper’s policy

and calling it "a policy that should come
out of the past and into the present. This
is discrimination pure and simple,"
Schneider said.
After about an hour and a half, the
group decided to move their protest to the
Santa Clara County Superior Family
Court in San Jose.
Once they arrived at the courthouse,
Richard Greely, the head of GLAAD,
announced to a diminishing group of
about 13 that they would be going downstairs to apply for a marriage license.
After the group moved downstairs,
Greely and another man asked the cleric
for an application for a license.
Greyly was told by the clerk that same
sex marriages are not sanctioned in the
state of California and his application
would not be accepted on that basis.
Greely and the group responded with a
See GLAAD, Page 4

LEFT Sharon Newby (left),
Donald Roth (center) and
Christopher Jordan (right)
protest in front of the
Mercury News building
Friday.
FAR LEFT: Scott Williams
(left) and Mark Bonine were
part of a Gay Lesbian
Alliance Against Defamation demonstration on the
steps of the Mercury to
protest the newspaper’s policy of not printing same-sex
wedding announcements.
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Fee protest planned for Tuesday Christians say emotional
By Stacey Coggin
Daily staff writer

University of California at Davis did it.
University of California at Berkeley did it. So
did California State University, Sacramento.
Now, it is SJSU’s turn.
The protest fever has spread to SJSU.
A campus protest in response to the proposed 40 percent fee increase is scheduled for
Tuesday in the SJSU amphitheater starting at
noon.
"We want the campus to wake up, and take
action" said Juan Ham, founder of Students
United for Accessible Education, sponsors of
the protest. "We’re asking all those who
oppose the fee increase to join us."
Tuesday’s protest, to be held rain or shine,
will feature assistant Professor Febe Portillo
from the English department, Program
Coordinator Maria Alaniz from the social science department and Professor Steven Milkier

from the Afro-American studies department as
speakers.
The state university system’s availability to
all segments of the population is essential,"
Millner said. "Raising the fees puts it out of
reach of Anglo, black, Hispanic and Asian students."
The faculty speakers will voice their views
for six to 10 minutes, according to Millner.
Following the speeches, speakers and students
can participate in an open forum, according to
Ham, a junior sociology major.
Ham and the other SUAE members hope to
educate students who are not fully informed
about the fee increase. Ham said he has met
students who think the increase is already law,
as well as students who are unaware of the proposed increase.
SUAE’s other purposes for holding the
protest is to rebut Governor Wilson’s arguments for the increase, and to show students

they have more power than they realize, said
Dan Feinstein, a senior majoring in radio, TV
and film, and member of SUAE.
"We don’t have a history of students
protests," Feinstein said. "Even if this protest is
small, people will see the affect it has."
The protest is to be held the day before the
California State University’s finance committee
meets in Long Beach to ratify the 40 percent
increase proposed in January.
The fee proposal must be introduced to the
California Senate, in the form of a bill, by
Friday.
Feinstein has no doubt the finance committee will approve the increase.
"But, if we protest enough, maybe the legislature will reorder their priorities," he said.
The increase will not be law until the final
budget is passed on July 31.
See PROTEST, Page 4

Stanford neurosurgeon speaks on sexism at SJSU
By Christal Niederer
Daily staff wnter

Dr. Frances Conley, the Stanford neurosurgeon who nearly resigned her position last
August over what she termed "rampant sexism" in the medical department, will be at
SJSU Tuesday to lecture about gender discrimination.
Conley’s talk, titled "Ruminations of an
Academic Maverick," will be held in the Loma
Pneta Room in the Student Union from 10:15
to 11:45 am.
Describing an environment where women

were made to feel inferior to men, Conley, one
of the first female neurosurgeons in the country, decided last June to quit her tenured position at Stanford, according to a San Jose
Mercury News article.
Conley cited unwanted sexual advances,
demeaning comments and even doctors using
Playboy centerfolds in their lectures as her reasons for leaving Stanford.
She later withdrew her resignation, saying
the university was taking steps to improve the
atmosphere in the medical department, the article stated.

Conley’s lecture is being sponsored by the
SJSU’s Institute for Social Responsibility,
which gives talks and conferences dealing with
ethical issues in the workplace and society, said
the institute’s director Michael Katz.
The group also promotes research in ethics
and how to apply them, he said.
The institute is planning two more talks this
semester, one dealing with gays and lesbians in
the military, scheduled for March 19, and
another focusing on the disabled in the workplace, to be held on April 23, Katz said.

aspect of sex neglected
By Mike O’Reilly

the emotional aspects that come with sexual
activity, such as unwanted pregnancy and
You’re a young, sexually active college stu- abortion.
After the presentation. Merrill said that she
use
a
conalways
dent. You and your partner
did not want the way she treated the brochure
dom, so you are protected, right?
Well, not so according to Joy Merrill. to be interpreted that she is against birth conMerrill was the featured speaker Thursday trol, but when it comes to the emotional side
night for "Sex, Lies, & You," a discussion of sex, she’s a brick wall.
Adrian Leontonch, a student in the audiabout sexual issues facing students presented
ence, said that Merrill missed the purpose
by Campus Crusade for Christ.
behind the safe sex
The emotional aspects stir brochure.
rounding sex are what
"It’s from a health
Merrill said she was most
organization,"
concerned about, and it is
Leontorich said. "It’s
this emotional side that she
only concerned about
feels is most often ignored.
preserving health."
"There is no safe sex,"
Leontorich was critiMerrill told the crowd,
Joy Merrill
cal of the overall prewhich packed room 189 of
Featured speaker, "Sex, Lles, Ft You"
sentation.
Engineering
SJSU’s
"It couldn’t get any
Building.
more generic," he said.
"My generation has lied
According
to
to you," said Merrill who
Leontorich, a discussion
has worked with college stugenbe
one-sided
or
far
too
either
long
like
this
will
dents for 25 years. "They tell you that as
as Captain Condom is around ... hey, go do eral. Leontorich said that he didn’t learn anything new from this presentation and that he is
it!" Merrill said.
Merrill began reading to the audience from doubtful that any of the other students did
a safe sex brochure stating sex can still be either.
That seemed to be the general impression
"warm, caring and exciting" providing that
you do it responsibly, which according to the of many of the students after the presentation.
brochure included dry kissing, masturbation Sophomore Dee Grayer said he liked the preand oral sex on a male wearing a condom. sentation but he didn’t come away with anyMerrill finished reading the brochure, tossed it thing that he didn’t know before.
Other students found more they could
over her shoulder and asked the audience,
"Where is the lie in that?"
See SEX, l’age 4
Merrill criticized the brochure for ignoring
Daily staff Whet

’There is no safe
sex.’
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EDITORIAL
Anti-Semitism creeping
onto college campuses
Ads denying
Holocaust strip
away history
world is stuck
The
watching a
frightening rerun.
As it it wasn’t enough for the Jews to
suffer through the horrors of the 1940s,
they are being afflicted with another
attempted Holocaust now in ’90s style
with the calculating use of mass
communications and subtle mind games.
College campuses continue to be
approached by the Committee for Open
Debate on the Holocaust, a Californiabased organization which requests the
printing of paid ads denying the actuality
of the Nazi assault.
Even as recently as two weeks ago,
Ohio State University was convinced to
run the ad, stoking a hot protest on that
campus.
Many are appalled by this and justly
so. But it’s not really surprising. It’s the
same gnarled thinking which has haunted
human history in an exhausting rerun.
But this time, instead of by physical
violence, it lurks on a psychological
level.

Mental barbed wire IS being erected
around the Jews again, stripping them of
their history, torturing them with words
and humiliating them with the label of
"liar."
Look at the people who are doing this.
They fall into the same mold as those
who tried the first "final solution:
One of the committee’s founders,
Mark Weber, is a former member of the
neo-Nazi National Youth Alliance. The
organization’s newsletter is connected
with William Carto, a known antiSemite.
This kind of thinking can’t be allowed
to prowl unchecked like a wild panther in
the dark any longer.
Certainly freedom of the press is
fundamental to our belief structure and
should always be furiously upheld, but
the readers of these ads must be even
more furious, cultivating skepticism and
thinking clearly for themselves.
As we move toward Jewish Awareness
Week in March, let’s replay these healthy
American qualities in our minds.
Let’s respect the past of all peoples as
they weave into human history as one
whole.
No one should ever forget the lessons,
especially the mistakes. They can’t be
rerun enough.
Just as long as they stay in the past
and the evil actions get canceled.

WORLD ON MY
SHOULDER PADS

1.

Angela Hill

Pluckedfrom the garden
Rocberte 1.4aseyoeutyr gardener.Hye to
our house in Virginia when I
was II. He’d water our azalea
and
stir up the soil around those
bushes
funny red coleus plants by the front door.
One time our garage was open and he
came through to the inside door. He
pushed a button he thought was a
doorbell but it was the garage-door
opener and it scared him to death when
the door jolted down with its grinding
noise. It was one of the first models and
it needed some WD-40 on the chain.
That’s how timid Robert was. He
didn’t get over that for weeks and told
me the story over and over, sputtering out
the words like he was just as nervous as
when it had happened for real.
One Wednesday, right after Christmas,
Robert didn’t come by. That was odd for
him. He was always so prompt and
conscientious and he’d been looking
forward to replacing one of the big longneedled bushes that died in the freeze.
We’d had a lot of really cold weather that
year. Not much snow.
I don’t remember how we found out
about it, but Robert’s wife had shot and
killed him on Christmas Eve.
They’d had a fight. They had a gun in
the house for protection against burglars.
She used it against Robert.
That scared me. No one I’d ever
actually known had been killed before.
I’d heard about that stuff on TV, but this
was real. Robert wouldn’t be there
anymore. Things would be different even
though I never even knew his last name.
It was hard for a kid to figure. Years
later, it hasn’t gotten any easier.
If stories would be heard where a gun
in the home has actually stopped a
burglar or a rapist or a murderer, maybe

No one I’d ever
actually known had
been killed before. I’d
heard about that
stuff on TV, but this
was real.
that would substantiate the reasons for
having one.
But it would take lots of stories to
outweigh the needless loss. The child
shot by a playmate who thought Daddy’s
gun was a toy. The football star in my
high school one year ahead of me who
shot himself when reaching for the gun
in his night stand after hearing a noise
downstairs. The woman who shot her
husband when he was getting milk out of
the refrigerator at three in the morning.
The kid who picked up his grandfather’s
gun and shot himself on New Year’s Day.
And then Robert and his wife who
argued on Christmas Eve.
We never got another gardener after
Robert. I don’t really know why.
My mom and I spent hours planting
little purple and yellow flowers in narrow
rows out by the lamp post next to the
driveway. My cars got really cold out
there. What were those yellow flowers?
Oh, yeah, marigolds. They were cute,
bright spots in the yard. It took lots of
scrubbing to get all that black dirt out
from under my nails.
The coleus was never the same.
Angela HUI is the Daily executive editor.
Her column appears every Monday.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Protest fee hike
Editor,
Currently, we are fighting the proposed
50 percent increase in tuition at the CSU
level. The proposed "tax on the rich," as
Gov. Wilson calls it, will NOT restore
enough classes, will NOT improve the student experience, but it will cause students
NOT to attend CSU.
The 10 percent surcharge that was to be
removed by state law will remain added with
the recently approved 40 percent fee hike,
the total increase summing to 50 percent.
State university fees would rise between
$452 to $1310 per year.
The Board of Trustees ignored both the
long-term student fee policy law which
capped fee increases at 10 percent and the
1991 student compromise which allowed
them to raise fees by 20 percent ONLY if
they agreed to reduce fees in 1992-93. This
is blatant disregard for law and undemocratic
decision making.
To respond to this fee hike, Students
United for Accessible Education asks all the
student organizations to join us at a rally on
Tuesday at the amphitheater at noon. Here is
where you can speak up and send a clear

message of opposition against this faulty fee
hike.
SUAE is a newly formed organization
made up of students from all backgrounds
and majors with the goal of keeping higher
education accessible to all. We organize rallies and events to help educate students and
the general public about the need for affordable higher education.
We urge students to take part in our
demonstration and attend a follow-up meeting to be held at the Spartan Memorial
(between Washington Square Hall and SPX)
on Wednesday at 11:30 a.m.
Remember: Being passive translates to
acceptance!!
Mike Moreno
Junior, Biology
Students United for Accessible
Education

give the moral high -ground to abortion rights activists baffle me.
You say, "No child should have to suffer
physical and mental abuse because it’s
unwanted." Your solution: kill it before it’s
born, instead.
You say, "No child should have to live
with physical and mental disabilities because
of a botched illegal abortion." What about all
the documented botched legal abortions
where saline-burned babies are born alive,
then set aside until they, in extreme pain, suffocate to death?
You say, "No woman should have to suffer or lose her life to a coat-hanger." Yet,
every year, women die and their uteruses are
mutilated in "safe," legal abortions.
The truth is, abortion, legal or illegal, is
bad news for babies and women. You say,
"We don’t want to find any more babies in
garbage cans." I say, it’s people like you who
bring out the cans to throw away over 1.5
million human lives every year.

Abortions bad news
David Reeves
Senior
Mathematics

Editor,
Give it up Spartan Daily! Attempts like
those in your Feb. 10 pm-choice editorial to

EDITOR’S
FORUM
A reminder of what should have been
would mine say? The
What
question kept inserting itself
into my thoughts as I walked
among the panels of the
AIDS Memorial Quilt Thursday.
Taking in the names, colors and
fragments of the lost lives gathered by
lovers, friends, and families, I kept
thinking: what would my life look like on
a three by six-foot piece of fabric? If
those who know me best had to assimilate
my 30 years into a cloth statement
what would it be?
Standing with the other solemn visitors
in the intense quiet, I looked at the
inventoried memories spread out across
the hall. Favorite songs, family photos,
the good-bye thoughts of a mother or a
son, trying to put together a picture of
someone they knew best
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Something was missing.
Each panel said exactly what was
needed, each in a different way. Elaborate
collages of colors and words, or simply
the name stitched together from pieces of
favorite clothing every panel said:
"This was the person, now they’re gone."
But with every panel came the vague
feeling of things left out, words unsaid.
If I got AIDS, if I died next month,
what would be left out of my panel?
It wouldn’t be too hard to represent the
people I loved the most, or my favorite
photos, writers, TV shows, junk food. But
something wouldn’t be there
the same
thing that wasn’t in the other panels.
As I walked away from the quilt,
thinking of the lives behind the panels,
what I had been missing slowly began to
sink in.

What every panel had failed to give
me, what my panel would fail to give to
strangers or friends who might ponder my
artifacts, was the rest of the story.
Every child, every man and woman
who has died of AIDS has died before
their time.
Every person represented by each of
the more than 16,000 panels has missed
out on the rest of their lives. No matter
how much we love them or how well we
knew them, we’ll never know how much
is lost when someone is taken so early.
The memories are cut short.
While the quilt is a celebration of the
lives of those taken by AIDS, it is also a
painful realization of what would have
been, a story absent an ending.
Tony March is the Daily city editor.
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ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS:
Spartan Serenity Group meeting.
12:30p.m., ADM 222B, call 924-5945.
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: On-Campus
Interview Orientation, 12:30p.m., S.U.
Almaden Rm., call 924-6033.
CHI PI SIGMA: Initiation, 6p.m..
230 S. 10th St., call 998-9113.
COUNSELING SERVICES:
Critical Thinking Skills Group,
S:30a.m.-10a.m., ADM 269, call 9245919.

GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL
HONOR SOCIETY: Bake Sale,
8:30a m.-2p.m., front of S.U., call 3549608.
MATH fa CS CLUB: Computer
science topics. 3p.m.-4p.m.. MU 324.
call 924-5133.
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY
PROGRAM: Re-entry Support
Group, 10:30a.m.-noon, ADM
(Counseling Group Rm.), call 9245939.
S.A.F.E.R.: Meeting, 6:30p.m., S.U.
Almaden Rm., call 924-5467.
WOMEN’S RESOURCE
CENTER: African -Caribbean Dance,
5p.m.-6:30p.m., S.U. Guadalupe Rm.,
call 924-6500.

MESOM78
ASIAN AMERICAN
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
"Spirituality Stuck in Neutral," 7p.m.,
S.U. Costanoan Rm., call 286-6427.
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Advanced Micro
Devices Employer Presentation,
12:30p.m.-2p.m., S.U. Guadalupe Rm.;
Effective Interview Preparation for
Educators. 1:30p.m., ENG 189;
Interview Preparation, 2p.m., S.U.
Almaden Rm.; call 924-6033.

CHEMISTRY DEPT.: Seminar,
4:30p.m.-5:30p.m., Dil 135, call 9245000.
CHICANO LIBRARY
RESOURCE CENTER: Brown Bag
Seminar, noon- I p.m., WI.N 307, call
924-2707.
MARKETING CLUB: Theme Park
Marketing, 4:30p.m., S.U. Costanoan
Rm., call 243-1444.
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY
PROGRAM: Re-entry Support
Group, noon-1:30p.m., ADM 201; Reentry Drop-In Support, 5:30p.m.6:30p.m., S.U. Cafeteria; call 9245930.

Jury debates Dahmer’s sanity
MILWAUKEE (AP) _ Jeffrey
Dahmer was an insane "steam-rolling

killing machine" who had sex with
the corpses and ate victims’ flesh, his
attorney told jurors Friday before they
began deliberating his sanity.
"He couldn’t stop killing because
of a sickness he discovered, not
chose," defense attorney Gerald Boyle
told jurors. "He had to do what he did
because he couldn’t stop it. This isn’t
a matter of choice?’
But prosecutor E. Michael
McCann portrayed Dahmer as a sane,
cowardly killer who sacrificed others
for his sexual pleasure, drugged young
males to make it easier to kill them
and now merely "seeks to escape
responsibility."
"Please, please don’t let this murderous killer fool you with this special
defense," McCann told jurors.
Jurors, who heard 28 witnesses testify in 12 days, got the case late in the
afternoon. Later they went back to
their hotel and continued deliberations
there. A court official said that if they
reached a verdict Friday night it
wouldn’t be announced until Saturday.
The jury must decide Dahmer’s
sanity when he killed and dismembered 15 young males he lured to his
home.
To be found insane, Boyle must
prove Dahmer suffered a mental dis-

San Jose State University

ease, making him either unable to

know right from wrong or unable to
stop killing.
If found sane, Dahmer would be
sent to prison for life. An insanity verdict means he would go to a mental
institution and eventually could petition for release.
If found sane on some counts,
Dahmer likely would be sent to a
mental institution; if he were ever eligible for release there, he would then
be sent to prison.
Boyle showed jurors a hand-drawn
wheel with Dahmer’s initials at the
center and a spray of spokes listing a
litany of Dahmer’s crimes and shortcomings, everything from murder and
defleshing of victims to masturbating
over an open corpse.
"This is Jeffrey Dahmer," Boyle
said. "There isn’t a positive thing on
this."
Dahmer tried to quell his fantasies
of sex with corpses through pornography, but it didn’t work, Boyle said.
When Dahmer gave in to the urges, he
became a "steam -rolling killing
machine," he said.
Boyle said Dahmer "was a runaway train on a track of madness,
picking up steam all the time, on and
on and on. It was only going to stop
when he hit a concrete barrier or
another train."

One by one, the prosecutor showed
jurors 8-by-10-inch color photographs
of each of Dahmer’s victims, most
smiling.
"I don’t want you to forget who
they are," he said.
Relatives of Dahmer’s victims
broke into tears and a minister helped
escort them from the courtroom as
McCann reminded jurors how Dahmer
drugged and strangled the young
males.
"Is that a kindly act or a cowardly
act to drug them before you kill

them?" McCann asked.
"These men didn’t even have a
chance to reach out, to grasp for life.
That was no favor," he said. "Don’t
kill me by drugging me. My God,
come after me with a knife or a gun!"
Dahmer, 31, was arrested July 22
and confessed to killing and dismembering 17 young males since 1978. He
pleaded guilty but insane to 15 slayings.
He hasn’t been charged iteone
Milwaukee County slaying, and is to
stand trial later in the Ohio killing,._.
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Cindy Agrella
Denise Dohlon
Kristeen Ebertz
Jol Gemigniani

Danielle Jenkins
Celine Miras
Carin Stockton
Susan Thomas

Monday, February 17,
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PHONE: 924-3280
FAx: 924-3282

SIGMA THETA PSI: Bake Sale.
9a.m.-2p.m., front of S.U.; Meeting,
7p.m.-8p.m., S.U. Guadalupe Rm.; call
28 I -3850.
S,JSU COLLEGE
REPUBLICANS: Meeting, 5p.m.,
A.S. Council Chambers, call 247-0642.
S.O.T.A.: "Hand Therapy" Seminar,
7p.m.-9p.m.. CCB 210, call 944-0524.
SPARTAN CROSS COUNTRY k
TRACK CLUB: Meeting, 7:30p.m.9p.m., S.U. Pacheco Rm., call 6294070.

SPARTAN PAINTBALL CLUB:
Membership Sign -Ups, 7p.m.. HGli
118, call 275-0959.
STUDENT SOCIETY FOR
TECHNICAL
COMMUNICATIONS: Meeting,
7p.m., S.U. Almaden Rm., call 2691037.
STUDENTS UNITED FOR
ACCESSIBLE EDUCATION:
Anti -Fee Hike Rally, noon, S.U.
Amphitheater, call 929-7042.

Fish found in flooded street
IRVINE, Calif. (AP) - California
Highway Patrol Officer Alvin
Yamaguchi caught a 35-pound carp at
the corner of Irvine Boulevard and
Lambert Road, and that’s no fish
story.
"It was humongous," Yamaguchi
said Thursday of his catch. "I’ve never
seen anything like it."
Wearing knee-high rubber booK

the duo directed drivers away from
closed streets to passable routes,
Yamaguchi said.
"He started yelling at me,"
Yamaguchi said. "I looked down and
there was this great big fish."
Yamaguchi said he scooped up the
carp from the water.
"Iliad to take a picture," he said.
"No one would believe me."

ENJOY A EUROPEAN
EXPERIENCE AT HOME!

Host a European intern this summer.
Selected European college age students (18-28 yrs. old)
come to California each summer to participate in a 10-12
week work and cultural exchange program.
Homes are needed in the Bay Area for these young people.
They speak good English, work 30 to 40 hrs. a week and
pay their hosts $250 a month for a room and one meal a
day. They are responsible for their own transportation.
Support for this exchange effort makes it possible for 450
American students to learn through similar work and
cultural immersion in Europe this summer.
If you would like to learn more about the program or are
interested in hosting a student please contact:
Priscilla Higgins (415) 949-7524
Peter Stadler (415) 949-7633
International Educational Program Foothill College
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TI calculators work harder,"
To help you work smarter.

Th81 A powerful, yet easy-

to-use graphics calculator.

$94.95

6’46

c30

For engineering stu1148
dents who require the most

PLUS,. Combines
BA
II
advanced financial and scien-

to-use calculator for general

comprehensive and powerful
technical functions.

tific functions in one easy-touse calculator.

math, algebra, trigonometry,
and statistics.

$39.95

$32.95

11130 STAT Aneasy$14.95
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San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192

Computer/Electronics (408) 924-1809
Technical Support (408) 924-1807
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Son acquitted of killing mother

SEX: Too casual
From Front Page
relate to in Menill’s lecture.
Na.saron Wimolniii, a senior in
computer engineering, said that
Merrill’s views were practical and a
matter of conunon sense that made
you think.
"People treat (sex) too casually,
and that is why we have so many
problems now," Wimolniti said.
Merrill also discussed the differences between men and women by
calling upon her experiences as a
student adviser at California State
University, Chico, and even citing
the movie, "When Harry Met Sally,’
to illustrate the different ways men
and women approach sex and love.

Mom shot
herself with
son’s gun

"Men often use love to get sex,"
Merrill said, "and women will often
use sex to get love."
It is a part of what Merrill calls
the "royal rip-off," because after
being as close as two people can
physically become, the woman seldom receives the love she wants, and
the man must go out in search of sex
from someone else.
The Bible and couples who have
been married for up to 50 years are
what Merrill calls her authorities on
sexual matters and not Hugh
Hefner. From those two sources,
Mendl said she learned to strive for
an emotional, spiritual and physical
relationship.

CRIPPLE CREEK, Colo. (AP)
A jury on Friday acquitted a man
charged with manslaughter for giving
his ill modaer the gun she used to kill
herself.
"I think I might get some sleep
now," Dick Bauer, 50, said after the
verdict.
Bauer was accused of helping his
mother kill herself last July. He
admitted giving Wanda Bauer, 69,
her own loaded gun, which she used
to shoot herself in her Cripple Creek
home.
Ile said he would do the same
thing if he had it to do again.
"I couldn’t live with her being in
pain," Bauer said. "But I could live

Judy Merrill, Campus Crusade for Christ counselor at California
State University, Chico, talks about relationships after her discussion titled "Sex, Lies and You"
Sheila Dawluns

PROTEST
From Front Page
"Students will be out exercising
their First Amendment rights to
peaceably assemble," said Millner,
who believes this is critical.
"The increases will have long term
consequences"
"If we are loud enough, we can
make a difference," Ilaro said.
"We don’t want this issue to die,"
Feinstein said. "We don’t want people
to accept this."

Daily staff photographer

MIND WORKS

Lt. Susan
Navy
U.S.Haeg

Navy investigates
increased drug use

GLAAD

Could mean
discharge for
47 sub sailors

chorus of "This is discrimination."
While the group stood in front of a
packed clerk’s desk, the clerk continued to swear in other couples for
marriage licenses.
In the background, a Santa Clara
County Sheriff’s officer was videotaping the scene.
"I am videotaping the group so I
can keep a video file of what goes on
at county buildings," he said. He
wouldn’t comment on who sent him
there to do the videotaping.
After talking with a few members
of the press, the group dissolved and
it was business as usual in the courthouse.

SAN DIEGO (AP) Officials at
the Point Loma submarine base said
they were investigating possible drug
use by 47 sailors stationed aboard a
submarine tender.
Navy spokeswoman Lt. Susan
Haeg said Thursday that several
sailors stationed aboard the submarine
tender McKee tested positive four
months ago for drug use during a random urinalysis test.
"Based on further investigation of
the case, the investigation was
expanded," Haeg said, to include the
47 sailors who are all below the rank
of second-class petty officers.
The 47 people have been questioned and submitted to voluntary urinalysis tests and locker searches, Ilaeg
said.
"Ibis represents about 3 percent of
the crew and doesn’t have an impact
on the ship’s mission," Haeg said.
"It’s part of the Navy’s program to
eliminate drugs."
The investigation, coincidentally,
came the same day the Navy stiffened
its anti -drug policy to include all
sailors.
The drug policy change made by
Adm. Frank Kelso, chief of Naval

Whale of a
naming contest
in New York

Operations, is the third time in less
than two years that the Navy has
moved to identify and punish sailors
who use drugs.
The policy becomes effective
March 1.
According to an internal Navy
document from Kelso sent Navy wide, all sailors "who commit an initial drug offense shall be disciplined
as appropriate, screened for drug
dependency and process for separation."
Kelso said "individuals separated
administratively or punitively who are
medically diagnosed as drug dependent" will be offered treatment at
Veterans Administration hospitals
after their discharge.
The new rule reflects the Navy’s
latest effort to clamp down on drug
users and comes at a time when the
service must trim its force by 100,000
troops by 1997.
Kelso changed the policy last year
to require all petty officers caught
using drugs to be automatically discharged from the service.
Previously, sailors had the opportunity to stay in the Navy and be treated
at one of the fleet’s Alcohol
Rehabilitation Centers.
The last major incident involving
Navy personnel occurred when 14
members of President Bush’s ceremonial guard and 17 others at the
Bethesda Naval Medical Center were
found to be using LSD and other
drugs in 1991.

Velma Nurse Daily staff photograph, r
"Where there is love, there is no death,"
said actor David MacLean, during his solo
performance of "Quarantine of the Mind,"

a statement about AIDS and the myths that
still prevail in today’s society
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CHINESL CL ISINE - - FOOD
their shoulders massaged," said
(And who discovered that whales
liked this’? Jonah?)
"It was so neat touching the baby
in the mouth: it was so soft," said
Pestour. "One time I stopped touching
him, he spurted a little water to get our
attention. My fingers still smell like
fish."
Aquarium staff, practically herniated by the mail, sent the judges 50 or
60 entries that "were representative of
something: where the whales came
from, or Brooklyn, or something
marine related or scientific," said
Suggestions to name the whales
after competitors’ dogs or children,
though touching, were filed elsewhere.
So, faithful readers, may we present:
Natasha’s baby, "Hudson," named
by Proios.
And "Casey (K.C.)," for Kathi’s
Calf, named by Pestour.
Like Cher, these celebs will remain
sans surname.

Try Blimpies New

Purchase any burrito or torta
and receive a free drink
Expires 2-15-92
L 33() S. Third St (across from McDonald’s) 287-7473

Mandarin & Szechuati Ctosti
Box Lunches To Go
Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available

/01r.
abs,

131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between rd and 4th Street

ISN’T IT

80 E. San Carlos St, Between 3rd & 2nd
947-1333
offer good thru February 29, "92

TimE

On All Columbia"l
novo Off
Sports Wear
And Ray Ban Sunglasses
(w/coupon)
Telluride Ski Parka

Only 69.95
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Back packs
Jan Sport
Caribou
Eagle Creek

ct n, s

With over 15 bus lines stopping within a 5 minute walk to
ampus, there is a good chance that you could get to school
without the hassles of driving. We can show you the Way.
Why not give it a try?
113 get started call 924-5467, or visit us in WSQ 115.
You’ll be glad you did.

C & M Backpacking
481 E. San Carlos St. (between 10th El 11th)
297-9777
Exp. 2/29/92
NMI MEI

I
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Travel packs
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"When I handed her the gun,
could see in her eyes she was serious
this time," he said.
He told her "I can’t stay here and
let you do this" and left the room.
She shot herself minutes later.
Defense attorney David Kutinsky
said the jury followed the law, which
requires that the prosecution show
Bauer intended for his mother to
commit suicide.
Assistant District Attorney Bill
Edie said he never thought he would
win the case, but said his office was
obligated to bring charges.
If the jury had convicted Bauer,
Edie said he would have recommended a community service sentence.
Jurors were reluctant to discuss
the case.
Jury foreman Harry Marsteiner
said "enough has been said."
Colorado is one of 27 states in
which aiding a suicide is a crime.

’It’s part of the Navy’s program to
eliminate drugs. ’

From Front Page

NEW YORK (AP) Drumroll.
please: It’s time for Name That
Whale!
Two rare baby belugas received
their names Friday and met the
picked from a litter 10,0f)0
humans
who won the New York
entries
Aquarium’s Mohy-moniker contest.
Are you ready? One winner’s
maiden name was Whalen and she’s
from Melville. (However, historians
say the Long Island hamlet apparently
was not named for "Moby I)ick"
author I lennan Melville.)
The newly named whales are the
longest-surviving belugas born in captivity.
’The name contest began Nov. 27.
Entries included Percy, "short for persevere," and Rafil, after the children’s
entertainer famous for "Baby Beluga"
"We had a lot of Borises, a lot of
Coneys (as in Island, the aquarium’s
home); Nathan (of hot dog fame),
Brighton (Beach), Brooklyn, a few
Dodgers," said spokesman Rick
Miller.
And the winning names art ...
like any contest worth its sea
salt, you’ll have to wait.
The whales have different moms,
but the same dad, Newly.
Natasha’s son, born Aug. 7, is
about 5 feet long; Kathi’s son, born
Aug. 14, is around 6 feet.
The beluga boys, accompanied by
Moms, shyly greeted the women who
named them: Kim Pcstour of Melville
and Pia Milos of Queens.
"We fed like we’re the godmothers
to the whales," said Proios.
The winners’ prizes include scuba
lessons (though not in the whale tank)
and a whale tongue -petting session.
A what’?
"It’s a very pleasant tactile sensation for them, like a person getting

with myself for giving her the gun."
Jurors deliberated just 90 minutes
before finding Bauer innocent.
In testimony Wednesday, Bauer
said his mother had been racked with
chronic and agonizing abdominal
Pain.
She had contemplated suicide for
some time and demanded that he
agree not to "let her die a horrible
death."
The day she killed herself, she
had been misdiagnosed with terminal
liver and pancreatic cancer.
An autopsy found she had lifethreatening but potentially treatable
liver abscesses and abdominal infections.
Bauer testified she asked him to
bring the pistol into the house just
before her suicide.
He said he tried to persuade her to
wait until he made a 45 -minute trip
to get her pain medication, but she
kept demanding the pistol until he
gave it to her.
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Latest Word empowers users
with lots of ’savvy’ features
ROBERT W.
SCOBLE
THE SPARTAN NERD
new Microsoft word processing
programs for the Macintosh and
Windows-based computers make
writing easier. If a typewriter is a
writer’s hammer, Word 5.0 for the
Macintosh is a pile driver.
Don’t get the idea that word processors
are just for writers, either. It is very easy to
do simple page layout with the new
programs. Math professors will find an
"equation editor’ that lets them build
equations for tests or their next textbook,
and there are tools built into Word to help
arrange tabular material.
Microsoft has also added new
capabilities like voice annotation which
means that you can record music or voices
into your documents. Now with Apple’s
new QuickTime multimedia addition, little
videos can be "pasted" into a document.
The program is selling for $75 at the
Spartan Bookstore - for qualified students
or staff. If you don’t qualify for the
academic discounts, it is selling for almost
$300 through discount stores. Regular
upgrades are $129. Word 5.0 requires at
least 1MB of RAM or 2MB if you want to
use the new grammar checker. I
recommend more memory if you are using
System 7 on the Macintosh.
The program itself comes on six floppy
disks and takes about 6MB of space on a
hard disk. The program takes about 15
minutes to install. It is very simple - I
didn’t need to look at the manuals to do it.
My favorite feature on Word 5.0 is the
new drag-and-drop text editing. Most
people who have used Macintosh-based
word processors know how to use the "cut"
and "paste" method of moving text or
graphics around. The new way is to select
it with your mouse and just drag it to where
you want. Let your finger off of the mouse
and the text "lands" where you want it.
For the real nerds out there, Word 5.0 is
fully System 7 compatible, or "savvy,"
which means that the new Balloon Help is
The

available as well as a new feature called
"Publish and Subscribe."
Publish and Subscribe is really neat if
you are working on a network and sharing
your documents with a lot of other
computers. If a document is "published" on
the network, other users can subscribe to it.
That means that if someone makes changes
to the document, the changes show up on
all of the computers that subscribed to it.
The really neat stuff - other than the
drag-and-drop editing - is on the new
"ribbon" which is a row of icons where a
user clicks to choose fonts, styles and open
the graphics box. Some of the other things
that caught my attention is the improved
spell-checker and thesaurus, the new
grammar checker and the new find-file
utility.
If you lose a document, which is quite
possible on a large network or a hard drive,
you just choose the File menu and open
Find File. You can then search for
documents based on a number of different
things including keywords, any text in the
document or the date a file was written.
I searched my files for a story I wrote
about Magic Johnson and it immediately
found it - really useful here at the Daily
where there are at least 20 new files every
day on the network, not counting the 500
or so that come in from The Associated
Press.
is a little easier to customize the
Itprogram to fit it to your way of
working. There is a new "Preferences"
command which lets you set the font that
will always come up on the screen and a lot
of other things like SmartQuotes (").
Most people don’t know how to use the
three most important features built into
Microsoft Word: tabs, commands that can
be customized and style sheets. All three
are a little easier to use on Word 5.0.
When I watch students type in the Mac
labs, invariably they hit the space bar about
a hundred times to move a piece of text
over to the right hand side of the page.
That’s the wrong way to do it. For one, it is
very inefficient. And it doesn’t properly
align text into columns.
The better way to do it is to use tabs.
Instead of hitting the tab bar a hundred
times, one hit of the tab key will move the
text over and it will be much more

DAILY

Student acquitted on drug
charges, informant doubted

accurate. With a slide ol an icon the text
can be moved to where you want it.
people come into the Spartan
Many
Daily to use the computers and
notice that things on the menus
have been moved around and changed.
That’s because I customized them by using
the Commands menu. You can make
Microsoft Word look like another word
processor and you can change the "key
commands," too, so that you can match
Word’s commands to those in another
program.
When designing the Daily, I learned the
value of style sheets. You can select these
on the "toolbar" which is underneath the
ribbon. A different style sheet should be
built for each type of document that is
regularly done.
Let’s say that for business letters you
indent text half an inch, use Palatino font at
12 point size and single space. It would
take quite a bit of work to set that up for
each letter. If you built a style sheet it
would take one click of the mouse and
everything would magically be ready.
The graphics capability has been greatly
improved with the ability to "draw"
graphics very much like high-end desktop
publishing packages like Pagemaker or
Quark XPress. You can even rotate text in
all directions. (Are you listening, Aldus?)
If you want to do simple desktop
publishing it is much easier now. You can
switch from one column to three with the
touch of a button in the ribbon. Much more
intuitive and "Mac" like.
Word 5.0 is still not the perfect word
processor. Users have already asked for
Macro capability (coming soon) and the
Windows version has a better toolbar than
the Mac. But it is easier to use and might
keep a frustrated writer from throwing a
hammer through the screen.
Robert Scob1e is an assistant technician
in the journalism and mass
communications department and is the
leader of the new Macintosh User Group,
which starts February 25 in Dwight
Bente! Hall, room 202 at 6:30 p.m.. You
can reach The Spartan Nerd
electronically on Prodigy (NTSRI2A)or
America On Line (ROBERT4018).

CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (AP) - The
government’s use of a paid informant apparently
backfired as a jury acquitted a University of
Virginia student of drug dealing, a prosecutor
said.
"I think the jury probably has a concern
about paid informants being set up on a bounty
basis," Commonwealth’s Attorney Steve Deaton
said Thursday after a jury found University of
Virginia student lames A. Carter 11 innocent of
drug charges.
The defense argued Caner was entrapped by
the informant. Carter was one of 12 people
charged after federal, state and local authorities
raided three fraternity houses last March, the
first such raids for the government.
The jury deliberated more than five hours on
the drug distributing charge.
"I believe the jury found the correct verdict,"
said Carter, 20, of Newport News. "I believe I
was criminally stupid in getting involved in all of
that, but I never believed I was criminal."
Carter did not use drugs until a night in
December 1990 when he was under academic

ANNOUNCEMENTS
WANTED PSYCHOLOGY
VOLUNTEERS
Reach out 3 hours per week as a
Community Friend, providing social
support to those suffering from
mental illness. Great
experience for psych. mgors
We train (408) 436-0606
AFRICAN CONNECTIONS
Books and unique African gifts
463 So. Bascom Ave
San Jose, CA. 95128.2711-3342.
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office visits, teeth cleaned and
X-rays - no charge
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll now! For brochure see
AS Office or
Call 800-655.3225
EARN SSS for your fraternity,
sorority, club or business by selling
silkscreened t shirts or sweatshirts
WI your custon design or logo
(6 color max) Quality printing
conveniently located in Santa Clara
Call Brainstorm Graphics for a
quote today!!! 4984343.
SPARTAN DAILY
ADVERTISING GETS RESULTS’
AMAZING SECRETS REVEALED/II
Get free grants up to $500.000
from US Gov’t and not pay a penny
back! Get 10-20 secured credit
cards at only 8% with $4000.
instant credd. Complete listing of
gout job openings from $259,43k.
For information write to: I.C.S. Box
3205, Saratoga, CA 95070-1205.
CASH FOR EDUCATION. More than
51.000,000,000 in financial ad is
available to students annually
I C.$ Corp can find 6 to 25
sources of financial assistance
geared specifically to you. For free
and complete information, write to:
I.C.S. Corp. P.O. Box 3205
Saratoga CA. 95070.
Time is a terrible thing to waste.’
Do it now

AUTOMOTIVE
87 HONDA CIVIC 4 Sp., AC. AM/FM
case 78k mi Very good condition
$3990. obo. 408 776.1166 mes
CHEAP! FM/U.S. SEIZED
$200
89 Mercedes
$50
86 VW
$100.
87 Mercedes
$50.
65 Mustang
Choose from thousands stistrg
at $25 FREE 24 hour MCOrding
reveals details. 801-379-2929.
Copyright 0 CA2911_1C.
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Pates for Good Drivers’
’Good Rates for Non-Good ()mere
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student’
"Family Multi-car*
CALL TODAY
296.5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE - NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

FOR SALE
WEDDING DRESS Full length hoop
skirt. Ruffled ofr-shoulder sleeves.
Size 10/12. MM. cond. Originally
9500. $ell foe $175. 2445759.

aart a

AI’MJITI
PROTECT TCUTISELF. Compact.
legal stun gunu v,ilI stop az,
attacker. For tochure: Send le"e
s.a.s.e to: H;H Associate", !’.Z..
Box 331.44, Los Gatos, CA 95031

GREEK
WANTED:2 GREEK HASHERS FOR
Alpha Omicron Pi. Morning &
evening hours available For more
into can 993-8715 or 918-1439.

HELP WANTED
THE ORIGINAL CRAB HOUSE
Now hiring
"Cooks
’Bartenders
"Servers iN/ Dinner House cap
-Min 2 weekday lunch avail
Apply in person, 2-4 whdays.
5506 Monterey Rd.
(at Blossom Hill)
in Monterey Plaza
RETAIL/CUSTOMER SERVICE
200 New lobs for New Year.
Inten housewares chain PT, Ft
flex firs , eves & weekends puss.
No cap nec Will train!
GUARANTEED MINIMUM
STARTING PAY RATE $11.25.
Students paid internships &
scholarships avail 977.3661.
97.00 - 8.00 PER HOUR
Fulltime or Parttime
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS.
Excellent benefits
Credit union
Vacation pay.
Free unrforms or non uniformed
Referral bonus.
Apply: Mon.- Fri. 8 am. 5 port.
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Sante Clara
Eletw. San Tomas/Olcott near 101.
LEAGUE SUPERVISOR wanted to
plan. emplement, and evaluate
leagues and tournaments for Associated Students Leisure Services
Intramural Sports. Must have caper once organizing individual & team
sports. Must have or take first aid
& CPR. Must be current student.
work-study welcome. Approx. 20
for/wk afternoons, eves, & wkends..
flexible, on-campus. $6.05 - $6.40
per hour Apply by Feb. 28. Student
Activities & Services. 9245950.
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Many positions Great benefits. Call
800 338.3388 Ext. P-3310,
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTfisheries Earn $5000. e /no Free
transportation! Room & board! Over
8,000 openings Male or Female
For employment program call
1-206-545-4155 eat 317.

DALLAS (AP) - An school district administrator Friday questioned a report that four students in the district’s high schools are infected
with the virus that causes AIDS.
A day earlier, another northeast Texas district
was shaken by a report that six students at its
small high school have HIV.
David Anthony, superintendent of the Mount
Pleasant Independent School District, said he
was told in November that four of the 2,037 students in his district’s junior and senior high
schools had the human immunodeficiency virus,
commonly known as HIV.
That would be below the national average of
HIV infection - about 1 in 250 for people of all
ages.
"We have been told by one person," Anthony
said. "We have to question the credibility of the
information. Can I tell you these cases are certified? No. We have no evidence at all."
On Thursday, the superintendent of the
Talco-Bogata Independent School District said

six of the 197 students at the district’s high
school were infected with HIV.
The phone at that district’s office was constantly busy Friday afternoon.
The districts were told of the HIV cases by
Dona Spence, a counselor at Ark-Tex Council of
Governments in Texarkana.
Ms. Spence didn’t return repeated phone calls
Friday and other council officials wouldn’t
answer questions about the case.
The agency has contracted with the Texas
Department of Health to provide AIDS education and counseling service to northeast Texas.
School officials say they don’t lamw how the
students learned they were infected or how the
agency itself found out.
"It did not come from the Department of
Health," department spokesman Doug McBride
said.
McBride said the agency is investigating the
disclosures. "It’s a concern if it’s being released
by anyone, that it’s being released," he said.
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PHYS. ED TEACHER FOR
children from 2-10 years. Exp. and
onr rag Travel to preschools and
daycare centers. Part time weekday
mornings. Flexible schedule.
997.6997 or 996.8955.
ORIENTATION LEADERS now being
recruited for Summer 1992 Oriente
bon Programs on campus. SALARY.
AddlIcatIons avellable In Student
ActrIvItles end Services.
Deadline: February 21.
Questions? Call 924.5950.
MBE
MadietIng Network Enterprises
and part lime positions
availabel Flexible hours
Ontheyob training No experience
needed Call now to schedule
a yob appointment.
(408) 163-8554.
PASTA MIA RESTAURANT
(Located on Light Rail)
Accepting applications for part.
time cashier and kitchen positions
Fun, fast-paced atmosphere Must
be energetic, enthusiastic, dependable and neat in appearance. Apply
in person at PASTA MIA:
2565 No. First Street (at Trimble).
PETTON CIRCULATORS NEEDED
Earn S6.00 - $12.00 per hour,
Will train. Full or part time
Flexible hours Paid daily
Campaign Management Services
(408)248-7406
PRIVATE PRESCHOOL
in downtown San Jose seeks
afternoon TEACHER w/ min. 12
units ECE e exp and preschool
AIDE w/ min. 6 units ECE
for morning program.
Call Lauren 286-1533
NEED EXTRA INCOME FOR 1992?
Earn $500. - 81000 weekly
stuffing envelopes For details
Rush $1 00 with SASE to
01H Group Inc
1019 Lk. Sherwood’
Orlando, FL 3281.8.
SUMMER MONT. INTERNSHIP
interviews now taking place Gain
valuable experience managing all
aspects of a successful business
Average gross profit 811,287
Last chance for interviews
Call Triple ’A’ Student Painters for
information now 1900.394.6000
FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
Fraternities, Sororities, Student
clubs Earn up to $1000 in one
week. Plus receives $1000 bonus
yourself. And a FREE WATCH just
for calling 1800.9320528 ext. 65.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED TO
snare 2 bedroom 2 bath apt Located 4th & William. Parking, laundry.
$235./mo. util. Call 288-5736,
VILLAGE APARTMENTS 576 S.
Fifth Street. 2 bedroom/1 bath
starting at $750.00 Free cable TV.
Laundry. Barbeque area. Underground parking. Recreation room.
2 blocks from campus.
Sandy: 295-6893.

SERVICES
50% discount on all PERMANENT
COSMETICS by TRISH Enhance
your natural beauty!! EYE LINEREYEBROWS-LIPS-CHEEKS-SMALL
SCARS BLENDED. Expires 5.31-92.
408-37941700
Harr Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. 017
Campbell, Ca 95008.
WRITING, RESEARCH SERVICES.
All subrcts Paper, thesis
development assistance
Qualified writers
Editing. Resumes
Work guaranteed Reasonable
Berkeley. (510) 841.5036
FUND FINDERS WILL FIND ANY
student financial aid regardless of
academic or financial background
Call for into, packet today
1.800.343.FUND
NEED MONEY FOR your bachelor’s
or master’s degree? Scholarships
are available to everyone and
we can help you find them Call
(800) USA-1221 est 2505 for info
GUARANTEED SCHOLARSHIP
Service Need financial assistance?
Don’t believe you qualify because
you can’t establish financial need
or your CPA isn’t high enough?
Then try our service. Our Service

760$ 11TH STREET APTS.
2 bdrm/2 bath Start $745.
Walk or ride bike to school.
Cable T.V available. Laundry
facilities. Security entrance
Remodeled, roomy A very clean
Call Richard or Denise at 288.9157
or ewe message for manager.

roundtrips only $24. most days 3
deity departures also available from
San Jose to Fresno / Hanford /
Bakersfield vie direct Amtrak bus to
trainside at Stockton.Call 1400
USA-RAIL for information

guarantees each student a min,
mum 01 81,100. or your money
back. Call Rail at (510) 794-9076.
FREE COLOR ANALYSIS,
make-over & skin care analysis
Professional image consultant..
Quality products at
40-75% less than retail
Small groups or individuals.
Call Tracy 947-1537.

SPRING BREAK 92 - MAZATLAN
Aurd 13 - April 17
Round trip air
Centrally located hotels
Student discounts available.
From SFO - $399
Offer expires 2/28 - Call today,
Class Travel - 3447543.

COLLEGE FUNDS FOR EVERYONE
’Eligibility regardless of grades
and income for most’
’Minimum 7 sources guraranteed
’Over $10 billion in
private sector aide
For free info call:
408 927-9299.

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester, year,
graduate, summer and
internship programs in Perth.
Townsville. Sydney. and Melbourne
Programs start at $3520
Call 1800.878-3896.

MEN - WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT NAM REMOVAL
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing, or
using chemicals. Let us
permanently remove your
unwanted hair. BACK-CHESTLIP-BIKINI-CHIN-TUMMY- ETC
Students & faculty 15% discount
1st appt 1/2 dice if made by
5/31/92 Hair Today Gone
Tomorrow. 621 E. Campbell Ave
/117, Campbell (408) 3793500
Gwen, Trish or Made&
Registered Electrologists.

WORDPROCESSINO
AFFORDABLE a. EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing’ Term papers
reports, group papers, resumes,
letters, theses, laserprinter.
etc All formats plus APA.
Speilcheck, punctuation
grammar assistance
All work guaranteed!
Call PAM 247-2681. 8am 8prn
tor worry free professional
dependable service

TRAVEL

IMPROVE YOUR GM. PROF. W/P
Resumes, theses, papers, busness
plans Grammar /spelling.
Transcription. Laser printer,
FREE Pick up & delivery
Low rates
(408)747.0335

AMTRAK EXPANDS TRAIN SERVICE TO SAN JOSE! Beginning Dec
12. try Amtrak’s 3 new daily trains
to Sacramento, leaving San lose at
635 am., 12:10 pm ai 5 10pm
Trains stop at Fairfield and Davis
From Sacramento, Amtrak buses
continue directly to Auburn / Colfax
/ Truckee, Grass Valley, and
Marysville / Oroville / Chico / Red
Bluff / Redding One Amtrak ticket
covers both train and bus. One-way
fare to
’amentd 823. Jan.-April

I’D LOVE TO DO YOUR TYPING.
Term papers, letters, resumes.
loc. near Moorpark & Saratoga.
Call Mary lane - 989.7819

FAX:
PHONE:

GRAD STUDENTS! Call Marsha
at 266-9448 for assistance with all
phases of Thesis/Proyect
preparation: Editing (grammar.
punctuation, sentence structure),
tables, graphs. laser printing.
(Resume service also available)
International Students welcome!
Willow Glen area
Hours 7 am. 8:30 p.m
STUDENT PAPERS illi RESUMES.
Call Mrs. Morton 266-9448. Expez
tise on SPA, MLA. Turabian formats.
Will eon for correct grammar,
punctuation, & sentence structure.
prepare tables, and graphs:
print out in attractive laser type
(Will also edit your DOS disk.)
International Students Welcome’
Willow Glen area Hrs. 7a - 830P
EXPERIENCED WORD Processors,
familiar with APA/Turabian
formats Science and English
papers our specialty Free spell
check/storage. Lowcost editing
and graphics. Resumes and
other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing
Call Paul or Virginia
251-0449.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing, Term Papers
Theses, Graduate Work, APR &
Turabian Desktop Publishing,
Graphic Design & Layout
Laser Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed
VIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
Near 0 akridge Mall
224-839S,
ATTENTION STUDENTS/FACULT’
Let THE RIGHT TYPE solve
your wordprocessing woes’
Reasonable rates
Evenings and weekends
Willow Glen area
Ask about specials!
Call (408) 266.1460

924-3282
924-3277

WHEN WIE BEST
IS ALL YOU NEED.
PAPERS - 81.90/pg and up
RESUMES - 512.00 and up
Laser Printer - Spell Check
English problems a specialty!
Open evenings and weekends.
Minutes from campus!
408/254-4565
CALL UNDA TODAY
for experienced, professional
wordprocessing. Theses, term
papers, group projects, etc
All formats including APA
Quick return
Transcription services avaiiat
Almaden / Branham area
Phone 264.4504
EX-ENGLISH TEACHER /Exec.
Secy haS wordperfect, laser Spell,
punct grammar assistance papers,
letters W Si area 408 2446444
A QUALITY TYPING SERVICE
Term pacers, theses, resumes, letters. reports. All formats Steno
sevice. Pick up and delivery for
large yobs 20 years
experience. MA in English
Call Margaret,
8 am to 8 pm,
at 251-6775
GINA’S WORDPROCESSING
Experienced & Affordable
Term papers Theses Manuscripts,
WordPerfect 5 1
Call 3384038.
PROFESSIONAL
WORDPROCESSING SERVICE
Theses, term papers. repo’,
resumes, letters
Save time - Fax your edits to me
Quick return
15 years experience
WordPerfect 5 1. Laser printout
Call Mare at
971-6231

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one letter.)

DECIODEICIDOOD DODOODOODO CIODOEIDEED
EIDEICIDOODEIOCI ODOODOCCOO OCIODOCIEIDO
CIODOODOODOO OCIODOODOECI OCIODECOOD
DEDOEIDOEIECE DOODOOODOO OODOE17007

HOUSING
ROOM 4 RENT $272 Mo.e1/3 util
$200 dep W/D. Female preferred
Leave message at 294.8347

2 !BEDROOM APT 9750 /MONTH
Close in
Modern building
Free base cable service
Secure parking
Elevator
HANDICAPPED MAN looking for
Laundry room
female roommate to live with as a
companion For further information 11.00 am to I 00 pro 295-6893
call Brian, after 4pm, at 298.2308. Village Apartments. 578 S. 5th St.
$40,000/YRI READ BOOKS
and TV scripts. Fill out simple
’like/clont like’ form EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach, vacations
Guaranteed paycheck.
FREE 24 hour recording
801-379.2925
CopyreM 0 C.A29KE8

pressure during final exams, said William Fears,
Carter’s attorney.
Police informant Tamir Noufi came to
Carter’s room and offered him cocaine, which
Noufi said would help him stay awake, Fears
said. Noufi had been pestering Carter to get
some cocaine, but Carter had refused, according
to Fears.
"He turned me on one night so I’d trust him
enough," said Carter. "Noufi kept calling me,
kept bugging me" to find cocaine.
Charlottesville police officer Michael Deeds
testified that Carter sold him two small bags,
each containing about a gram of cocaine, for
$100 each. The transactions occurred at Carter’s
apartment Feb. 19, 1991, Deeds said.
Noufi was out to "nail every student" he
could, Fears said. Testimony showed that Noufi
was paid about $2,000 for his help, including
$150 related to Carter’s case. Ile was later
charged with and convicted of selling drugs
while serving as an informant.
Caner was the last of the 12 men arrested in
the raid to go to trial. his was the only acquittal.

Official questions report about
AIDS infection in Texas school

CLASSIFIEDS
TM SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any quarant Implied. The
classified columns of Om Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings ere not approved or
verified by the newspaper
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Please check
your classification:

Name

AD RATES,

MINIMUM 3 l INES ON ONE DAY

One
Day

Two
Days

Three Four
Days Days

Five
Days

Address
Clly Slate

3 lines

$S 00 $6 00

$7 00

$8 00

99 00

4 lines

$600 $700

$800

89.00

910.00

5 lines

$7.00 $8.00

$900

$10.00 $11.00

6 lines

$8.00 $900

$10 00 $11.00 $12.00

Each additional line. $1.00
Each additional day St 00

SEMESTER RATES,

ALL ISSUES

5-9 lines $7000 * 10.14 lines: $9000
15-19 Imes $110.00

Questions? Call (408) 924-3277

Announcements
Automotive

ZO

_Computers
For Sale
Phone

Greek

)

SEND CHECK OR MONEY Elk I R
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149

Help Wanted
Ill

I dassilied desk is k)caled in Elwpht Eienlal Hall Room 209
Deadline Two days before publication
IR Consecutive publications dales only II No refunds on cancelled ads

_Housing
Lost and Found
Services
Stereo
Travel
Wordprocessing
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Meksavanh breaks her way to a win
Its Marcia lepler
I kili) stall wider

If tennis had its own Guinness
Book of World Records, SISU’s topseeded women’s tennis team player
Noi Meksavanh would be listed
twice.
First, because she broke the
strings on both of her racquets on the
first two balls of her warm-up, a
stroke of bad luck which her head
coach Bill Cole said was not only
"unbelievable," but something he had
not seen in his 30 years of playing
tennis.
Second, because she won the
match against Santa Clara
University’s top seed Darien Ching
in spite of the hardship of playing
with borrowed racquets.
"Everyone breaks a racquet. No
one breaks two and absolutely no
one goes on to win a match," said
Cole.
But Meksavanh did win 6-7, 6-3,
6-3.
"I believe in myself," Meksavanh
said. "With the coach helping and
encouraging me, it was great. I was
able to win."
Cole wanted to do whatever was
possible to help Meksavanh be successful, even if it cost him money.
I le offered to buy her a big dessert
at the team dinner afterwards if she
won.
The difficulty, Cole said, was that
a borrowed racquet feels different
the strings, weight, balance, gni) and
tension. The ball just does not spin
the same.
"Its all about feel. It’s like learning to drive with an automatic transmission and taking your driving test
with a stick shift," he said.
Meksavanh was not about to let
such adversity stop her from trying.
After adjusting the strings on the
racquet, she fixed her eyes on her
opponent, swayed her feet side to
side, puffed her cheeks full of air and
waited for her opponent’s serve to
cross the net.
"Good job Noi," Cole yelled out,
clapping his hands. "You’re playing
well."
But he was worried.
"The Santa Clara team has really
improved since last year," he said.
"It’s our first away match and
only our third of the season.
Everyone is a little nervous, especially because we usually play this close
rival later on in the year."
Dave King, SJSU assistant coact,
said he was concerned that

Noi

Meksavanh, SJSU
sophomore, broke two
rackets during warmup. She borrows the
opposing team’s racket
to go on to win
Thursday’s match.

SPORTS
Cannon loss dooms SJSU
By Jim Silva
Daffy staff avert
Just when SJSU head basketball
coach Stan Morrison thought it
couldn’t get any worse, it did.
The Spartans, playing without
leading scorer Terry Cannon, were
routed 83-39 by the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas in a Big West
Conference game Thursday night.
Cannon, a junior guard, partially
tore ligaments in his right knee in
practice a week ago, and will probably
be lost for the season.
Junior guard Trevor Pope moved
from his off-guard spot to play point
guard in place of Cannon. Joe
Frenchwmi, a junior guard, started at
off-guard, his first start of the season.
The UNLV Rebels put together an
impressive performance despite the
distraction of a published report accusing the basketball program of illegal
activity.
The Associated Press reported
Thursday that federal authorities are
looking into the possibility that some
UNLV players were involved in pointshaving activities last season.
The A.P. story reported that the
investigation revolves around sports
fixer Richard Perry and his relationship with some Rebel players.

Head Coach Jerry Tarkanian
denied any allegations that his players
were involved in point shaving last
season.
Despite the allegations, the Rebel’s
put together an impressive performance.
UNLV jumped out to a 16-point
lead to start the game and never
looked back.
Up 50-13 at halftime, they led by
as many as 53 points at one part in the
second half.
By winning their 18th straight
game, the Rebels hold the longest
winning streak in the nation.J.R. Rider
led the way for the 15th ranked
Runnin’ Rebels with 19 points.
Elmore Spencer had 18.
Robert Dunlap led SJSU in scoring
with 11 despite shooting 5-for-I9 from
the floor. He also pulled down a teamhigh 14 rebounds.
The Spartans made 15 out of their
74 shot attempts and shot just 5 of 30
in the first-half.
SJSU falls to 1-10 in the Big West
and 2-17 overall. UNLV moved to 212 overall and 13-0 in the Big West.
The Spartan’s next game is against
Fresno State, at the Events Center
Thursday at 7:45 p.m.

Photo by
Yana Nurse
Daily staff photographer
SALES AND RENTALS

Meksavanh needed more match better with the pressure.
toughness
the ability to play
She said she is frustrated because
under pressure. She needed to be during practice she can score baton
able to make adjustments in her strat- the court she has trouble. Third-seedegy during the match.
ed Lyn Cadigal lost both sets to
After Meksavanh lost the first SCU’s Kimmie Ouchi 2-6, 5-7.
match , she borrowed another racFurther down the court, fourth quet, this one with a larger head seeded SJSU Julie Williams defeated
more like her own racquet.
Jill Yokoyama in two sets, 6-2, 6-3.
Cole advised her in a whisper that
Frustrated by a series of injuries,
she needed to play it safe and not be the latest being a sore right shoulder,
as aggressive with the ball as she fifth -seeded risha Hiraishi lost to
might be with her own equipment. Molly Davenport 2-6, 2-6.
As 5 p.m. approached, the sky
In a grueling three -set match,
grew overcast and the wind picked sixth-seeded Jennifer ihylor split the
up. It was almost three hours since first two sets with SCU’s Sarah
the match began. As the other play- Rogers 4-6, 6-3, and went on to win
ers finished their singles matches and the match in the last set, 6-I.
the grunts and groans from the courts
who was recovering from
ceased, the chances for an SJSU win a sore throat and fever, said she was
for the day were even going into the pleased about winning the match
doubles three wins out of six.
especially with her state of health.
Second-seeded Janell Nickel lost
The SJSU players waited for
to SCU’s Clare Badaracco, 0-6,1-6. Meksavanh to finish her match.
Nickel, who is playing tournaAnd after the final ball was hit
ment tennis for the first time in five over the net, she didn’t jump up and
years, said she needs to learn to deal down, or yell and scream. She just

had a smile that went ear to ear.
"What a match!" Cole shouted.
"That’s what you call mental
toughness
winning a game with
someone else’s racket, " King said.
For another three hours until 8
p.m. the three doubles teams played
in lighted courts.
Williams and Hiraishi paired up
against Ouchi and Davenport losing
in three sets 6-4, 0-6, 2-6.
In two sets, Taylor and Nickel
defeated Yokoyama and Curry 6-4,
6-4. That left Meksavanh and
Cadigal to win their match. If they
did, SJSU would be the big winner
of the day. Instead they split the first
two sets with Badaracco and Rogers,
6-4,4-6, and lost the third 1-6.
"My legs were a little weak,"
Meksavanh said later from home. "It
was a long match."
She didn’t get her big dessert, but
it was not because the coach changed
his mind. She had cooked a chocolate cake which she shared with
everyone.
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COMPLETE SELECTION - SALES AND RENTALS
FOR MOST SUMMER AND WINTER ACTIVITIES
HUNTING 8, FISHING

CAMPING EQUIPMENT
SALES & RENTALS

ATHLETIC SHOES
& CROSS TRAINERS

-SLEEPING BAGS & TENTS

HIKING BOOTS

BACKPACKING EQUIPMENT

BRAND NAME SKI EQUIPMENT
SAILS A RENTALS

ROLLERBLAOES
-TENNIS & RACQUETBALL

CHAIN RENTALS

OPEN 7 DAYS
/y\s91NCE 1946

/

1266 W. San Carlos
San Jose
,01,1ING

(408)287 -5994
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Ducks consider coach change for success
EUGENE, Ore. (AP) Oregon
athletic director Bill Byrne admits he’s
disappointed with the lack of success
in the Ducks’ basketball program.
And he’ll decide after this season
whether Don Monson’s nine-year
tenure as head coach will come to an
end, even though he still has two years
left on his $79,468-a-year contract.
"I don’t believe in musical chairs
for coaches," Byrne said. "I’ve
watched too many programs turn
coaches over every two years and then
they get a history of doing that. I’ve
watched successful programs he built
through continuity, and I believe in
that.
"On the other hand, nine years is a
long time for a coach, and I’d like to
have had more success."
Byrne said it’s "absolutely essential" to have a successful basketball
program at Oregon.
"We count on basketball as a major
source of revenue for this department.
so I’ve been disappointed there," he
said.
"I’ve been disappointed that we
haven’t been more competitive.
Ultimately, the coaches have to take
responsibility for their program."
While end-of-the season job performance reviews are routine for
coaches at Oregon. Monson’s situation
isn’t.
Monson was lured to Oregon after
a highly successful career at Idaho.
But that success didn’t continue in
Eugene. His career record with the
Ducks is 116-137. His best record was
16-13 in his first season.
lie’s had his team in the National
Invitation lburnament three times, but
never has been invited to the NC.AA
tournament. In fact, the Ducks haven’t

been in the NCAA tournament since
1961.
"Sinm God was a child," is the way
Byrne put it.
’Ibis year, Monson’s team, beset by
injury and the early departure of Pac-

10 player ol the year lerrell Brandon
to the pros, is 6-13 overall and 2-7 in
the conference.
"I’ve never lost as many key people
in a year," Monson said.

MEXICO
LIMITED

OFFElt

71-werif paced Mak 24 wocee./
NOW

* includes: Roundtdp cruise
AVAILABLE
for two adults aboard the $ ION ONLY
luxury ocean liner, M.V.
Pacific Star from San
Diego, Calif. to Mexico,
along with 4 days and 3
PER PERSON
nights ocean view hotel
accommodations at the Hotel Paralso Las
Palmas while in Ensenada, Mexico.
* Convenient port departure 6 times weekly, every week of year.
* Tickets valid for I year from date of purchase, transferable.
* DRINKING AGE 111 IN MEXICO
* $529 retail value

Special agreement,

ONLY SQ

1-800-444-5364

the success of any business or
is the ability to learn from your
achievements and your mistakes, then apply
that knowledge to future endeavors.

Given our positive attitude and dynamic
technology. I’m very excited to he involved
with AMD. You can be. too."

During our 20 years in the semiconductor
industry. AMD has accumulated a library of
experience to draw from. With it we’re able to
build and better our business every day.

Dana is a Product Marketing Engineer with
a BSEE, 1988, from CC Berkeley. When she
Isn’t volunteering with MESA or tutoring at
the bwal junior high school. Dana is
educating AMIrs customers about the
benefits of our programmable logic devices.

I sirs Itillal

AMD takes the same stance with people.
They believe employees should he constantly
challenged. There’s always something new to
learn because ve never stop improving our
products and processes.

On -Campus Interviews:

CAI 1
108
P.S.T.

MST DAY rthilonwide Tkket
Service. Tickets delivered within
24 hours vim Sederst express.
Authorised C.O.D. Service.

February 25
EE, Comp E, Sales

February 28
,Shoirtale
IWO hrleork

Registry. Bahamas. Al dales are subled to liveability. Spring Break Is not guaranteed No groups (6
or more people). All travel dates tie con6rmed hi writing only, by 10111 operator 7 day refund policy.
shipping, Insurance. Ivo cbg , all trues and meals additional 30 day advanced reservation notice

LikA
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(Formaly Mar
Moron Cale)

Spartan Breakfast special Includes: 2 eggs (any style) fit Toast
$ 11.39
woh the purchase of ony drank
’Not Valid

wall any o .,

vIler

AMD. the fifth-largest U.S.-based manufacturer of integrated circuits, is seeking new
grads with BS/MS/PhD degrees in a variety of
,elated fields for the following positions:
Design Engineer Produtt Engineer
Graduate Training Program Wafer
FAB Engineer Process Engineer
CAD Engineer Technical Sales

GRAND ISLAND VACATIONS
Is% ’ ao-fr

atiln.

Tickets Alotted Per College.

AT

Available 7-I lam
Mon.-fri.

"K

ORDER NOW!
Through #1

THE SPARTAN SPECIAL IS BACK

A

gemfi- 6’4, da,;(g

Call: 298-Alex
140 East San Carloe
next to Jack in the Box

ALEXANDER’S Has the Cure for Midnight Munchies
OPEN MIDNIGHT TO 4am Thurs. Sat.

EE, Chem E, Mat Sti (Wafer Fab)

4e141111

March 31
IRM
You are invited to learn more about our
leading -edge semiconductor opportunities.
Visit us while we’re on campus, or send yoill
resume (indicating area of interest) to:
Advanced Micro Devices, Univer city
Recruiting, PA). Box 3453, MS 935,
Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3000.

We are an equal

opporffillits

